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Abstract—Indium-gallium-zinc oxide (IGZO) thin-film transistors (TFTs) used in LCD display technologies exhibit significant
instability when exposed to thermal stress above 100◦ C. Bottomgate TFTs subjected to prolonged heat treatment at 140◦ C
experience a voltage shift of 2 V over 120 minutes. Double-gate
TFTs experience an even more pronounced shift of 7 V over 120
minutes. This instability is believed to be associated with water
molecules incorporated in the PECVD TEOS SiO2 passivation
layer, with an enhanced response in the double-gate device due
to the liberation of monatomic hydrogen from the reaction of
water with the top-gate metal. This research investigates the
effectiveness of atomic-layer deposited Al2 O3 and HfO2 films
as capping materials for IGZO TFTs. After being exposed to
thermal stress at 140◦ C, capped devices demonstrate a significant
improvement, with minimal variation in electrical characteristics.

II. T HEORY AND BACKGROUND
There are two types of IGZO devices that are studied in
this research: bottom-gate (BG) and double-gate (DG). Crosssections of these devices can be seen in Figures 1 and 2.

Fig. 1: Bottom-gate TFT cross-section
Index Terms—IGZO, TFTs, atomic-layer deposition (ALD).

I. I NTRODUCTION
NE of the key components in modern LCD or OLED display technologies is the transistor. An array of transistors
is typically used as the switches for the pixels in the back-plane
of the display. In order to maintain precise control over the
pixel, the transistors should have fast switching speeds and
their Von should be stable over time. Therefore, the channel
material needs to be chosen carefully.
One material that has been used previously is amorphous
silicon, however the mobility is not as high when compared
to other material options. Polycrystalline silicon has a much
higher mobility than amorphous silicon but the cost associated
with manufacturing thin-film transistors with poly-Si channels
is high [1]. In comparison, IGZO has both a higher mobility
than amorphous silicon and is significantly more cost effective
to manufacture than poly-Si devices [1]. Due to this, IGZO is
the preferred channel material for TFTs in display technologies.
However, recent studies done at the Rochester Institute of
Technology have shown that the voltage control of IGZO
TFTs degrades significantly after exposure to thermal stress
above 100◦ C. This degradation is believed to be caused by
the reaction of water in the passivization oxide with the IGZO
channel. It is very important to try and eliminate this thermal
instability because back-end processing done to integrate the
TFTs with the liquid crystals or the OLEDs can exceed
temperatures of 100◦ C. This paper investigates the use of
atomic-layer deposited Al2 O3 and HfO2 films as efficient
water barriers for IGZO TFTs.
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Fig. 2: Double-gate TFT cross-section
Preliminary current-voltage characteristics corresponding to
thermal stress studies performed on DG devices at temperatures of 100◦ C, 120◦ C, 130◦ C, and 140◦ C are shown in Figure
3. It is seen that the turn on voltage of these devices shifts left
with increasing temperature.

Fig. 3: Preliminary thermal stress results for double-gate
devices.
The hypothesis for this behavior comes from the wellknown sintering mechanism used in the processing of silicon
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MOS capacitors. Sintering is the process of annealing MOS
capacitors at elevated temperatures so that the adsorbed water
in the oxide reacts with the metal gate. This reaction creates a
metal oxide interface which effectively passivates the interface
traps and releases monatomic hydrogen [2]. This effect is a
desired because it improves device characteristics of the MOS
capacitors.
However, when this mechanism is applied to the IGZO TFT
structures the effect becomes detrimental. For BG devices, the
H2 O present in the passivation oxide begins to react with the
IGZO interface when subjected to elevated temperatures. This
reaction effectively raises the overall electron concentration in
the channel which makes the channel more conductive and a
left shift in the I-V characteristics is observed. Respectively,
for DG devices, this effect is worsened due to the top metal
reacting with the water in the oxide which releases the
monatmoic hydrogen that is then free to diffuse towards the
IGZO channel. The monatomic hydrogen added with the water
reaction greatly increases the electron concentration in the
channel of the DG devices and an even bigger shift is seen in
the I-V characteristics.
To prevent this failure mechanism, ALD materials are used
as a capping layer to reduce the amount of water that the top
passivation oxide adsorbs. Previous studies have shown that
ALD hafnia, alumina, and titanium dioxide are all sufficient
capping materials [3], [4]. Due to processing limitations, this
paper only reviews the effectiveness of hafnia and alumina
ALD materials. The DG cross-section shown in Figure 4
demonstrates where the capping layer is placed.
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each wafer were subjected to a hot-plate anneal of 140◦ C for
a total of 120 minutes. For the second experiment, all devices
were subjected to a hot-plate anneal for 200◦ C for a total of
60 minutes. All devices in both experiments were electrically
tested before and after the hot-plate treatments.
IV. R ESULTS AND D ISCUSSION
Figure 5 shows the BG and DG results for the devices
without any capping layer. It is seen that both BG and DG
devices see a shift in Von , with DG devices seeing a bigger
shift, when subjected to 140◦ C for 120 minutes. The bigger
voltage shift seen by the DG devices indicates that the release
of monatomic hydrogen by the reaction of H2 O with the top
metal gate significantly increases the conductivity of the IGZO
channel.

(a) BG device without ALD capping (b) DG device without ALD capping

Fig. 5: (a) shows that BG devices without a capping layer
have a voltage shift of about 2 V over 120 minutes at 140◦ C.
(b) shows that similar DG devices see an even greater voltage
shift of 7 V.
The effects that the hafnia and alumina capping layer has
on both BG and DG devices can be seen in Figure 6.

Fig. 4: Double-gate cross-section of an IGZO TFT with an
ALD capping layer.

III. E XPERIMENT
Three BG and three DG device wafers received 1000 Å
of passivation oxide on top of 50 nm of IGZO sputtered by
Corning Inc. All six wafers were then annealed at 400◦ C for
10 hours in a pure oxygen ambient to drive out any water
that adsorbed into the oxide previously. Immediately after the
anneal, one BG and one DG wafer received 15 nm of ALD
HfO2 while another pair of BG and DG wafers received 15
nm of ALD Al2 O3 . The remaining pair of BG/DG wafers did
not receive any capping layer. It should be noted that the DG
alumina wafer was originally mis-processed which resulted in
necessary rework which may have effected the final device
characteristics.
Once the devices were fabricated, two thermal experiments
were conducted. For the first experiment, several devices from

(a) BG deivce with HfO2 capping

(b) BG deivce with Al2 O3 capping

(c) DG deivce with HfO2 capping

(d) DG deivce with Al2 O3 capping

Fig. 6: (a), (b) show the thermal stability of ALD capped BG
devices. (c) shows that the hafnia DG device are stable as well.
(d) shows that alumina capped DG devices are very unstable.
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It is immediately observed that the addition of an ALD
capping layer greatly improves the thermal stability of the
TFTs. Little to no shift is seen in the hafnia and alumina
BG device characteristics as wells the hafnia DG device
characteristics. It is noted that the DG alumina wafers shows
an extreme left shift however. This could be a factor of the
rework of the devices.
Figure 7 shows the 200◦ C experimental results for BG
and DG devices without a capping layer. Note that the BG
devices see a very notable left shift where as the DG devices
become completely conductive after the 60 minute thermal
stress treatment. Once again, this indicates that the monatomic
hydrogen significantly increases the electron concentration of
the IGZO channel.
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Even when subjected to 200◦ C, the BG devices do not show
any thermal instability, regardless of the capping material used.
However, the DG devices fabricated with hafnia or alumina
become completely conductive after the 200◦ C heat treatment.
This could be caused by the thin ALD layer reacting with the
top metal of the device at temperatures above 140◦ C however,
further investigation must be done to confirm this.
V. C ONCLUSION
The results obtained in this study support the hypothesis
that the water adsorbed in the passivation oxide is responsible
for the instability of the IGZO TFTs after thermal treatment.
Using ALD hafnia and alumina films as a capping layer for BG
devices results in a significant improvement in stability, regardless of the thermal treatment temperature. DG devices show
a similar improvement when subjected to 140◦ C however,
hydrogen liberation appears to render the devices conductive
at 200◦ C.
To confirm the DG results observed, future work should be
done on more alumina and hafnia devices. The effectiveness
of other ALD capping materials, such as TiO2 , should also
be investigated to ensure that the optimum material is used to
cap the IGZO TFTs.

(a) BG device without ALD capping (b) DG device without ALD capping

Fig. 7: (a) shows that the BG devices without a capping layer
have a voltage shift of about 4 V over 60 minutes at 200◦ C. (b)
shows that similar DG devices become completely conductive
after exposure to thermal stress at 200◦ C.
Alternatively, the results for the capped devices can be seen
in Figure 8.
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(a) BG deivce with HfO2 capping

(b) BG deivce with Al2 O3 capping
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(d) DG deivce with Al2 O3 capping
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